
Are you tired of spending extensive hours delving into threat reports? Are you in search 
of a more efficient approach for extracting crucial threat information, sparing you from 
the labor-intensive task of manual data sifting?

Introducing the RST Report Hub, a pioneering solution equipped with robust cloud
automation that enhances the report analysis process. We continuously aggregate
thousands of threat reports from around the globe. Our algorithms enable to extraction
of key details, encompassing both tactical and operational Cyber Threat Intelligence. The
result is a concise summary for each report and key technical metadata, including TTPs,
CVE, IoCs, threat actors, malware, tools, frameworks, and more, presented in STIX 2.1 or
a custom JSON format. This is designed to save you valuable time and keep you well-
informed.

KEY BENEFITS:
Elevate your threat detection and response capabilities with crucial data from the latest 

threat reports

 Enhance productivity and save time through automated processing of numerous threat 

reports

 Retrieve historical cyber threat intelligence reports, even if they've been removed or are no 

longer accessible elsewhere

▪ 4000+ Threat 
Reports per 
Year

▪ Original 
reports 
archived as 
PDFs

▪ Key details 
and
metadata
are extracted

▪ TTPs, IOCs, 
threat data 
and more 
available in 
STIX or JSON 
formats

TRANSFORMING HUMAN-READABLE THREAT 
REPORTS INTO ACTIONABLE DATA

Streamlining threat report processing with AI and ML

RST REPORT HUB

Website: 

https://www.rstcloud.com/rst-report-hub/

Contacts: info@rstcloud.net

Trial: trial@rstcloud.net

Threat hunters can quickly access critical threat
intelligence information to support their
investigations and validate their hypotheses

CTI specialists use the centralized library of TI
reports, making it easy to access the latest threat
intelligence and provide insights to other teams

SOC analysts can get valuable insights into the
latest threats and vulnerabilities, enabling them to
quickly identify and respond to potential security
incidents
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